
Abstract
Objective: Security of hidden data and the quality of the Stego image still is a challenge. This proposed research design 
implements Barcode encoder based steganography method that uses thermal images as cover image instead of often used 
colour images. Methods/Analysis: The data or text to be hidden is first encoded into equivalent barcode image. After the 
encoding process, the barcode image which has the original data is watermarked over a thermal image using improved 
Least Significant Bit (LSB) substitution process and generates distortion less Stego image. In reverse, De-Watermarking 
extracts and decodes the bar-coded data image from the Stego image to recover the original data. Findings: Use of both 
the barcode encoder for Cryptography and Thermal image for Steganography provides more security for the hidden 
data. Experimental outcomes of this research provide high performance on data security with improved PSNR and MSE. 
Application: Implementation of Thermal Image steganography can be utilised in Video data hiding with high data rate, 
thermal image to colour image conversion and temperature monitoring of power transformers.
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1. Introduction 
Cryptography and Steganography are the two major 
techniques to cipher and hide the information before trans-
mission1.Cryptography changes a message or information 
in a way by which that cannot be understood where as the 
Steganography hides the information by which that can-
not be seen. Cryptography encodes message and allows the 
person who has the key. Conventional image steganogra-
phy uses RGB and Gray scale images as cover image. Our 
goal in this proposed research is to test the thermal images 
in steganography with encryption the data to be embed-
ded and Least Significant Bit Substitution technique2-3.
Spatial domain data hiding technique involve manage-
ment of pixel values commenced like Complementary 
robustness properties4 of both low frequency and spread 
spectrum generated watermarks to obtain watermarked 
image capable of surviving an extremely wide range of 

severe image distortions. Bhattacharyya in5 have imple-
mented a region of interest based data hiding in RGB 
images. Huang in6 focused on a distortion less image data 
hiding algorithm using integer wavelet transform without 
any distortion after data extraction. Tiwari and Shandilya 
in7 proposed reversible data hiding technique using a 
vector quantization compression code to obtain the final 
cover image without any distortion. Many transforms 
were proposed like Shearlet Transform, Discrete Cosine 
Transform, Contourlet Transform, Discrete Wavelet 
Transform Curvelet Transform, Fast Fourier Transform, 
Ridgelet Transform, in transform domain data hiding. Cox 
and Miller in8 have proved Contourlets transform has sig-
nificant edge over general techniques. Mehdi Hussain and 
Mureed Hussain9 have focused on an adaptive least signifi-
cant bit substitution method in spatial domain embedding. 
The strength of that method is its integrity of secret hid-
den information and high hidden data rate capacity. All 
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the above mentioned developments were analyzed with 
the RGB visual images not in thermal images10. Our goal 
in this proposed research is to test the thermal images in 
steganography with encryption the data to be embedded 
and Least Significant Bit Substitution technique.

2.  Thermal Images Vs Normal 
Colour Images

Thermal images are captured by a thermo-graphic  camera 
using infrared radiation where as the normal images are 
captured by using visible light cameras. Visible light cam-
era works in the 450nm to 750nm range11. The infrared 
cameras work in as maximum as 14,000 nm, i.e., 14μm.
Thermal images are generally a visual display of the 
amount of IR energy emitted and reflected by an object. 
In thermal image unlike the visual image, every parameter 
is taken with a temperature value greater than zero when 
it emits heat. The colours in the thermal image describe 
various temperature levels in the image. The temperature 
level of a thermal image is shown in Figure 1. The normal 
visual image and thermal images are shown in Figure 2.

3.  Novelty of the Proposed 
Research

This proposed research design and implements 
Cryptography based Digital image watermarking over the 
thermal images instead of RGB images to increase security 
of watermarked data. In the typical data hiding techniques, 
the data is generally the text image, where as in this research, 
it is the image which is encrypted by barcode encoder.

The data to be hidden is first encoded into equivalent 
barcode image. After the encoding process the barcode 
image which has the original data is watermarked over a 

thermal image using Least Significant Bit (LSB) substitution 
and generates the Stego image. De-Watermarking process 
extracts the bar-coded data image from the Stego image and 
decodes the barcode image to recover the original data.

4.  Barcode Encoder based 
Cryptography

Bar-code and image processing techniques are  combined 
to create barcode steganography. Lossless data to be 
embedded into a cover image is converted as barcode 
using barcode encoder. While decoding process takes 
place, the data will not have distortion and it will resemble 
the original data. Recently barcodes are used effective to 
secure the shared information in the internet. The output 
of the text to barcode conversion process using barcode 
encoder is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Text to Bar-code conversion process using 
barcode encoder
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Message 

Bar-code Output of the Original 
Message
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From Figure 3, the first pixel of the message image 
(bar-coded image)is1, 226 and 0.It is the value of its R, 
G, and B channel respectively. They are written in binary 
form as follows,

0000 0001 1110 00100000 0000

As already mentioned the message converted into bar-
code. There will be two colours black and white. ‘255’ is 
white and ‘0’ is black. From Figure 3 the first pixel of the 
message image (bar-coded image) is 255, 255, and 255. It is 
the value of its R, G, and B channel respectively. For exam-
ple, if we consider the pixel of the message image as black 
(normally the barcode image will have black and white 
pixels only), then we can get from MATLAB as  follows

Msg=imread(msgimg.jpg’);
disp(Msg (1,1,1)); = 0 = 0x00
disp(Msg (1,1,2)); =0 = 0x00
disp(Msg (1,1,3)); =0 = 0x00

0000 00000000 00000000 0000

For white pixel, we can get,

Msg=imread(msgimg.jpg’);
disp(Msg (20,20,1)); = 255 = 0xFF
disp(Msg (20,20,2)); =255 = 0xFF
disp(Msg (20,20,3)); =255 = 0xFF

1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111

For the LSB Substitution, let us assume the white pixel 
of the barcode image. To get the stego image we replace 
last two LSB of each RGB channel of cover image with the 
first two R channel’s MSB pixel of barcode image, then 
next two MSB of first pixel of secret image to G channel 
and finally the next two MSB of first pixel of B channel. By 
doing this process we get,

[0000 0011 1110 0000 0011]

5.   Least Significant Bit 
Substitution Process

The least significant bit (LSB) technique embeds 
 information into a cover image in which pixels are changed 
by bits of the secret information12-15. The changes made after 
cannot be perceived by the human being visibility system. 
Information can be the numbers, text, image, audio or 
video.LSB can store 65,536 bits (8,192 bytes) in a 256 × 256 
pixel image by inserting or storing 1-bit in each pixel.

6. Selection of Cover Image
It is well known that getting a Stego-image as most similar 
as to the cover image depends upon the selection of the 
cover image before watermarking process. The conven-
tional watermarking techniques existed already uses only 
the 8 bit colour image as the cover image16.This research 
paper is deals with a steganographic approach in ther-
mal images for information hiding. Thermal images are 
used as cover images and images/messages to be hidden 
are inserted using LSB. So the selection of thermal image 
rather colour image implies this research to test and anal-
yse a new way of steganography. In 8 bit colour image, 
there is Red, Green and Blue (RGB) colour components. 
In which the red component has 3 bits, green component 
has 3 bits and blue component has 2 bits enabling 8 × 8 × 
4 = 256 different colours. Other than 8 bit image, there is 
24 bit colour graphic that can be used as the cover image 
(Thermal Image in this research). This cover image is 
split into its 3 region as Red (8 bits), green (8 bits), and 
Blue (8 bits) enabling 8× 8 × 8 = 512 different colours. 
According to the research of Hecht, it is proved that the 
human eyes are 65%, 33% and 2% sensitive to Red, Green 
and Blue respectively17. There is a notable point that the 
visual readings of blue objects are less distinct than red 
and green which helps us to decide and choose the 24 bit 
thermal image as the cover image to embed the informa-
tion using Least Significant Bit (LSB). So, Selection of 24 
bit thermal image as cover image provides zero percent or 
negligible amount of change in the colour intensity of the 
stego image than 8 bit colour graphic as described in the 
below example.

Cover=imread(‘thermalimg.jpg’);
disp(Cover(1,1,1)); = 1 = 0x01

disp(Cover(1,1,2)); = 226 = 0xE2
disp(Cover(1,1,3)); = 0 = 0x00

Figure 3. Various Thermal images used in this research as 
cover image.
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From Figure 3, the first pixel of the message image (bar-coded image) is 1, 226 and 0. 

It is the value of its R, G, and B channel respectively. They are written in binary form as 
follows, 

0000  0001                   1110  0010                   0000  0000
  

As already mentioned the message converted into barcode. There will be two colours 
black and white. ‘255’ is white and ‘0’ is black. From Figure 3 the first pixel of the message 
image (bar-coded image) is 255, 255, and 255. It is the value of its R, G, and B channel 
respectively. For example, if we consider the pixel of the message image as black (normally 
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In this way we can hide the bits of secret image into 
the thermal image to get the stego image which is visu-
ally impossible to differentiate from the original thermal 
image. Figure 4 shows the proposed research simulation 
result which takes ‘Secret’, ‘Success’, ‘12345’, ‘09876’ and 
‘*#@%’ as the message to be converted into the message 
image. Images PCB-1, Penguin, Airplane, PCB-2 and 
PCB-3 are used as the cover image (thermal).Embedding 
and extracting procedures of LSB with thermal image and 
bar-coded message image are described below.

7. Embedding Procedure
Thermal image and the Message image from barcode 
encoder are used here.

Steps:
S1:  Input text is read and converted in to barcode image 

using barcode encoder.
S2:  Message image is converted to R, G and B channels.
S3: All three channels are converted to binary format.
S4:  Thermal image is read and the R, G and B channels are 

separated as Message image.
S5:  MSB substitution of message image into LSB of ther-

mal image in its RGB channels 
S6:  The above process is repeated until the generation of 

Stego image which contains message.

Extraction procedure:
The Stego image is used as the source for the Extraction 
phase to retrieve the message.

Steps:
S1: Stego image is fed as the input in this phase.
S2:  Separation of R, G and B channel from the Stego image.

S3:  All the channels are processed with the key to retrieve 
the message image.

S4:  Output three channels received after the above pro-
cess are combined 

S6:  Above process is carried out until the message image 
is retrieved completely

S7:  Barcode decoding process is done at last to retrieve 
the original message inserted at the transmitter side

8.  Peak Signal to Noise Ratio 
(PSNR) and MSE Calculation

Original message image and the watermarked / stego 
image should not have visible differences that could be 
seen by human eye18. For the first two LSB substitutions 
we did not have distortion in the watermarked image. If 
we increase the bits substitution order we found some 
visible distortion while we calculated the PSNR. Here 
the PSNR value is used to check the quality of the water-
marked image. PSNR is normally a measurement of the 
image reconstruction ratio and mostly defined by the 
Mean Square Error value (MSE). MSE is calculated for 
the two mxn images. The first image is the original image 
I and the second image is the watermarked or stego image 
K.MSE and PSNR are defined as in the following equation 
(1) and (2). Table 2 shows various PSNR, MSE and RMSE 
values for the thermal cover image versus stego image 
created by LSB of bar-coded message and cover image19.

 PSNR = ∗






10 10

2

log s
MSE

 (1)

PSNR = ∗






20 10log S
MSE

Where S stands for maximum possible pixel value of the 
image

Table 2. Various PSNR, MSE and RMSE values of 
Stego vs. Cover image comparison

Cover 
Image

Message PSNR MSE RMSE

PCB-1 Secret 31.062417 60.07833 7.75102
Penguin Success 31.709631 53.64573 7.32432
Airplane 12345 30.679364 62.80616 7.92503
PCB-2 09876 30.612447 63.78138 7.98632
PCB-3 *#@% 30.156725 69.79624 8.35441Figure 4. Simulation Results of the proposed research.
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Where I = original image and K = watermarked image

9. Conclusion and Future Work
In this proposed research we have analyzed both 
Cryptography and Steganography. Here the Cryptography 
is used to change the information into a format that could 
not be understandable and Steganography is used to hide 
information in to an image. In Cryptography side, the 
data to be hidden is encoded into equivalent barcode 
image using barcode encoder. At Steganography side, 
Least Significant Bit (LSB) substitution uses this bar-
code image to hide over the thermal image to generate 
the Stego image. Extraction process retrieves the bar-
coded data image from the Stego image and decodes the 
barcode image to recover the original data. The experi-
mental result of proposed method does not alter the 
quality of the Stego image. The proposed method is also 
tested using PSNR and MSE after the message retrieval 
and is compared with the conventional method which 
uses the colour image as the cover image and found 
 better to use. 
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